As well-known, the benefit of restricting to Lévy processes without positive jumps is 1 the "W, Z scale functions paradigm", by which the knowledge of the scale functions W, Z extends 2 immediately to other risk control problems (see for example [1][2][3][4][5]). The same is true largely 3 for strong Markov processes X t , with the notable distinctions that a) it is more convenient to 4 use as "basis" differential exit functions ν, δ introduced in [6], and that b) it is not yet known 5 how to compute ν, δ or W, Z beyond the Lévy, diffusion, and a few other cases. The unifying 6 framework outlined in this paper suggests however via an example that the spectrally negative Azema-Yor/generalized drawdown/regret/trailing stopping time. This is defined as a hitting time 12 of the "drawdown" process Y t = sup 0≤s≤t X s − X t obtained by reflecting X t at its maximum 13 (see [7] for an application to the Skorokhod embedding problem, and [8][9][10][11] 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck and the Feller branching diffusion with jumps.
48
Let X t denote a one dimensional strong Markov process without positive jumps, defined on a 49 filtered probability space (Ω, {F t } t≥0 , P). Denote its first passage times above and below by 50 T b,+ = T b,+ (X) = inf{t ≥ 0 : X t > b}, T a,− = T a,− (X) = inf{t ≥ 0 : X t < a}, with inf ∅ = +∞.
51
Recall that first passage theory for diffusions and spectrally negative or spectrally positive
52
Lévy processes is considerably simpler than that for processes which may jump both ways. For 53 these two families, a large variety of first passage problems may be reduced to the computation 54 of two monotone "scale functions" W, Z (by simple arguments like the strong Markov property). there are very few papers proposing methods to compute W, Z for non-Lévy processes (see though
63
[22], and [24] , where the case of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes with phase-type jumps is studied). 
We will also call them killed survival and ruin first passage probabilities, respectively. Note that these are functions of five variables, very hard to compute in general. For processes with one sided jumps,
66
one of the exits must be smooth (without overshoot); in this case, the parameter θ is unnecessary and 67 will be omitted. Also, when a = 0, it will be omitted, to simplify the notation.
For diffusions and Lévy processes with one sided jumps, the two sided exit functions have 69 well-known explicit formulas.
70
For spectrally negative Lévy processes, the simplest is the smooth survival probability, which 71 factors: 
75
The non-smooth ruin probability has a more complicated explicit formula involving a second scale 76 function Z q [1] -see remark 1 below.
77
The drawdown/regret/loss/process. Motivated by applications in statistics, mathematical finance and risk theory, there has been increased interest recently in the study of the running maximum and of the drawdown/regret/loss/process reflected at the maximum, defined by
Of equal interest is the infimum, and the drawup/gain/process reflected at the infimum, defined by
See [27] [28] [29] for references to the numerous applications of drawdowns and drawups.
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Drawdown and drawup times are first passage times for the reflected processes: 
The fact that the survival probability has the multiplicative structure (2) is equivalent to the absence of positive jumps, by the strong Markov property.
a) The Laplace transform of the total regulation ("capital injections/bailouts") into the process 89 reflected non-smoothly at 0, until the first smooth up-crossing of a level b, may be factored as [3,
with Z q,θ (x) determined up to a multiplying constant. . Indeed:
To simplify this formula, it is customary to choose Z q,θ (0) = 1.
93
For non-homogeneous spectrally negative Markov processes, it is possible [5] to extend the equalities (2), (7) to analogue expressions involving scale functions of two variables
However, it is simpler to start, following [6] , with differential versions, whose existence will be 94 assumed throughout this paper.
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Assumption 1. For all q, θ ≥ 0 and y ≤ x fixed, assume that Ψ b q (x, y) and Ψ b q,θ (x, y) are differentiable in b at b = x, and in particular that the following limits exist: 
103
In the Lévy case note that by (2) ν q (x, y) = 
In terms of the two dimensional process t → (X t , Y t ), these are the first exit times from the regions
116
Fundamental in the study of say T b+,d are the following two Laplace transforms UbD/DbU (up-crossing before drawdown/drawdown before up-crossing), which are analogues of the killed survival and ruin probabilities :
For spectrally negative Lévy processes, these have again simple formulas:
2. The function DbU may be obtained by integrating the fundamental law [27, Thm 1], [28, Thm
where δ q,θ (d) is given by (11). Integrating yields
Remark 4. The probabilistic interpretation of ν q , the logarithmic derivative of W q . Taking a = 0 for 120 simplicity, the last formula in (2) has the interesting interpretation as the probability that no arrival has occurred between times x and b, for a nonhomogeneous Poisson process of rate
Alternatively, differentiating (2) yields
This equation coincides the Kolmogorov equation for the probability that a deterministic process 124 Y s = s, killed at rate ν q (s), reaches b before killing, when starting at s. It turns out, by excursion theory,
125
that such a process Y s may be constructed by excising the negative excursions from X t , and by taking 126 the running maximum s as time parameter.
127
The logarithmic derivative ν q (s) will be needed below in the de Finetti problem (17), where we 
We 
when (X, Y) with X Lévy leaves a rectangular region In order to study the process (X t , Y t ), it is useful to start with its evolution in a rectangular region
A sample path of (X, Y), where X is chosen to be a spectrally negative Lévy process, and the 158 region R is depicted in Figure 1 . excursions from the maximum on line segments l X t where, for c ∈ R, l c := {(x 1 , x 2 ) ∈ R × R + : 162 x 1 + x 2 = c}.
163
As X t increases, the line segment l X t on which (X, Y) oscillates advances to the right -164 continuously, in the spectrally negative case, and in general possibly with jumps.
165
On ∂ 1 , we observe the Markovian upward ladder process, i.e. the maximum X with downward excursions excised, with extra spatial killing upon exiting R. If only time killing was present, with d = ∞, this would be a killed drift subordinator, with Laplace exponent κ(s) = s + Φ q (as a consequence of the Wiener-Hopf decomposition [2]). In the rectangle, in the spectrally negative case, the ladder process becomes a killed drift with generator G ϕ(s) := ϕ (s) − ν q (d)ϕ(s) [9, 37] . Finally, with generalized drawdown (when the upper boundary is replace by one determined by certain parametrizations ( d(s), d(s)) -see below), the generator will have state dependent killing:
Several functionals (ruin, dividends, tax, etc.) of the original process may be expressed as 
Proof: Note that in the third column the d boundary is invisible and does not appear in the results,
190
and in the first column the a boundary is invisible and does not appear in the results. These two cases 191 follow therefore by applying already known results.
192
The middle column holds by breaking the path at the first crossing of a + d. passage barrier a becomes invisible.
198
The results follow then due to the smooth crossing upward and the strong Markov property.
199
Proof: Let us check the first and third row of the second column. Applying the strong Markov property at T a+d,+ yields
and
.
Generalized drawdown stopping for processes without positive jumps

200
Generalized drawdown times appear naturally in the Azema Yor solution of the Skorokhod embedding problem [7] , and in the Dubbins-Shepp-Shiryaev, and Peskir-Hobson-Egami optimal stopping problems [38-41]. Importantly, they allow a unified treatment of classic first passage and drawdown times (see also [11] for a further generalization to taxed processes)-see [9, 10] . The idea is to replace the upper side of the rectangle R by a parametrized curve
where s = x 1 + x 2 represents the value of X t during the excursion which intersects the upper boundary at (x 1 , x 2 ) (see Figure 2) . Alternatively, parametrizing by x yields 
Such times provide a natural unification of classic and drawdown times. 
Example 1. With affine functions
we obtain the affine drawdown/regret times studied in [9] . 
217
Introduce now generalized drawdown analogues of the drawdown survival and ruin probabilities (12) for which we will use the same notation:
Remark 6. In the spectrally negative case, these functions may be represented as integrals:
where ν q (y, d(y)), δ q,θ (y, d(y)) are defined in (9), (10).
218
This is already apparent in [6, Cor 3.1], and may be easily understood probabilistically from the maximum occurred.
222
We provide now a heuristic proof valid for the Lévy case when
1. Due to creeping, UbD is a product of infinitesimal events
Taking product, with = dy, yields (24).
225
2. Informally, we condition on the density X t ∈ dy. The integrand of DbU is obtained multiplying 226 survival infinitesimal events up to level y by an infinitesimal termination event in [y, y + dy].
227
The probability of this event, conditioned on survival up to y, is given by the deficit formula
For a rigorous (rather intricate) proof, see [11] .
Theorem 3. Consider a process X for which the functions Ψ, Ψ are differentiable in the upper variable b.
. Alternatively, they satisfy the ODE's
Remark 7. The operator involved in the ODE's above is the generator of the upward ladder process, In this section we revisit the de Finetti's optimal dividend problem for spectrally negative
247
Markov processes with the point b becoming a reflecting boundary, instead of absorbing, as it was 248 in section 2.
249
Define the Skorokhod reflected/constrained process at first passage times below or above by:
Here
are the minimal "Skorohod regulators" constraining X t to be bigger than a, and smaller than b,
252
respectively.
Let now
denote the present value of all dividend payments at b, until the the first passage time either below a, or below the drawdown boundary for the process X b] t reflected at b, starting from x ≤ b (a generalization of the famous de Finetti objective). By the strong Markov property, it holds that 
When a = −∞, we arrive finally to an explicit formula
expressing the expected dividends in terms of ν q (y, d(y)). Note that in the Lévy case the equation (33) 257 simplifies to: Consider optimizing expected dividends V b] (x) given in Equation (29) with respect to the 263 optimal dividend barrier b for Brownian motion with drift X(t) = σB t + µt and with affine drawdown 
267
The scale function of Brownian motion is
ξ , then as a special case of spectrally negative Levy process, the expected dividends for Brownian motion equals = − ξ 1 − ξ .
In Figure 3 given below, we have an illustration of plot of barrier influence function and its derivative 271 for Brownian motion with drift µ = 1/2 and σ = 1. 
